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Abstract

In order to solve these problems such as the demand of geographic information service and the short life of the
embedded system, as well as network collapse, and so on, the embedded mobile crowd service systems based on
opportunistic geological grid and dynamical split was proposed. Firstly, based on the characteristics of geographical
spatial information resources and service time series, a mobile geographic crowd service system was established for
providing the sensing data with the mobile geographic crowd service model. Then, according to the embedded
equipment complex data of the geographic crowd service system, and the relationship between the geography
information service object and the user, the embedded system was proposed based on the opportunity geological
grid. Finally, the optimization of the geographic crowd system was realized by the dynamic segmentation of the
opportunity geographic grid. The experiment results of the equipment utilization, the life cycle of the crowd
network, user satisfaction, and control complexity show that the proposed scheme is more suitable for the
embedded network geographic information system.

Keywords: Geographic information system, Embedded mobile crowd service systems, Opportunistic geological
grid, Dynamical segmentation

1 Introduction
With the rapid development of embedded system and
mobile communication network [1], the above technolo-
gies are applied in the description of the geological en-
vironment, the location of the landmarks, and the
business of the exploration information. The embedded
system and mobile communication network technology
are used to satisfy the core requirements of geographic
information system, such as geological information, map
data, and multimedia data [2], which has been the re-
search hot issue in the academic field [3].
Galib Krdzalic et al. [4] designed a simple, modular,

and universal architecture for an electric vehicle charging
cable between industry and automobile applications. The
static priority scheduling of recurring real-time tasks was
studied by focusing on the non-preemptive uniprocessor
case and obtaining schedule theoretic results in article
[5]. R. R. Aguiar et al. [6] researched the experimental

investigation and the mathematical modeling of the im-
pact force behavior in a vibro-impact system. The
prototype system was developed by Chenshu Wu et al.
[7] for conducting comprehensive experiments in both
crowded urban and spacious suburban areas. An incen-
tive mechanism was proposed by Yutian Wen et al. [8]
based on a quality-driven auction, which is specifically
for the mobile crowd sensing system. In an article [9], a
crowd-powered sensing system was presented for cross-
space public information reposting, tagging, and sharing.
The stochastic reliability of smart grids and opportun-

istic energy users was studied, and the procurement of
energy supply from both conventional generations was
investigated [10]. The feasibility of OR use in power line
communications—access network—was investigated and
a customized opportunistic routing was proposed with
static geographical information [11]. An energy efficient
and reliable medium access control protocol for cogni-
tive sensor networks was designed in [12]. An operator
method was proposed in [13] for calculating the semi
classical asymptotic form with the energy splitting value
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in the general case of tunneling. A fully explicit was pro-
posed and analyzed in [14] by computationally inexpen-
sive integrator and splitting the orthogonal projector
onto the tangent space of the low-rank manifold. A pro-
cedure was presented [15] for leading to efficient split-
ting schemes of explicitly time-dependent partitioned
linear differential equations after discretizing the certain
partial differential equations in space.
On the basis of the above research results, the prob-

lems such as the changes of network environment and
the short life cycle of geographic information system
(GIS) were studied. Our main research results are as fol-
lows: (1) the platform of the embedded system was pro-
posed. (2) The embedded system is proposed. (3) The
optimization of the geographic crowd service system
was realized by dynamic partitioning.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

describes the mobile crowd sensing network for power
grid management. In Section 3, we discussed the mobile
service aware opportunistic embedded system. In Sec-
tion 4, we proposed the grid intelligent management of
embedded systems. The performance analysis of embed-
ded system has been shown in Section 5. Finally, the
conclusion is given in Section 6.

2 Mobile geographic crowd service model
Based on mobile embedded devices, mobile communica-
tion platform, and mobile applications, the mobile geo-
graphic crowd service system was established based on
geographic information resources and time series. The
system defines the time series as a reference, uses the
mobile embedded device to perceive the geographic
spatial information, and provides reliable geographic in-
formation service for the public and industry users
through the mobile communication platform. The core
of system is the distributed, embedded, and synchronous
heterogeneous geographic crowd service. The system
satisfies the diversity requirements and dynamic top-
ology of mobile communication network through the
embedded organization and active data management of
the geographic information resources. The system archi-
tecture is shown in Fig. 1.
Based on the architecture shown in Fig. 1, the mobile

geographic crowd service system includes the following
functions:

(1)Share the information service resources of the
diversity in the time and space.

(2)Construct dynamic adaptive geographic information
based on the active mobile crowd service geographic
information service with space and time.

(3)The connection and integration of real-time
geographic information and services based on
mobile embedded devices.

The time series A of system, spatial location informa-
tion matrix B, and the service information data sequence
X satisfy the linear Eq. (1).

A ¼ a1 ⋯ an½ �

B ¼
b11 ⋯ b1n
b21 ⋱ b2n
bm1 ⋯ bmn

2
4

3
5

X ¼ x1 ⋯ xn½ �T
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A2 þ B2

p
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Here, α denotes the real-time weight of time series. γ
denotes the credibility of geographic location information.
There are the following relationship between the k

satisfaction of active geographic crowd service and
k-1 satisfaction as shown in Eq. (2).
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Gauss elimination of the formula (2) is simplified as

formula (3).

xk ¼ 1
akbk;k

ak−1bk−1;k−1−
α

γ

Xk−1
i¼1

ak−1i xi
k−1

 !
ð3Þ

Here, the time series and spatial location information of
the k service can be obtained by the actual measurement.
On the basis of linear Eq. (1), a series of linear iterative

equations are set up for the mobile geographic crowd
service, as shown in formula (4).

xk ¼ f Að Þγxk−1 þ h Bð Þα
f að Þ ¼ f a−1ð Þ�x
h bð Þ ¼ h b−1ð Þf �xð Þ
lim
k→∞

xk ¼ �xk k2

8>><
>>: ð4Þ

Here, the time series are normalized by the function
f(a). The geographic information data is processed by
h(b). �x represents the average value of the mobile geo-
graphic cluster intelligence service that has been recog-
nized by the user.
After multiple iterations, the error between the actual

service value and the user’s requirement can be obtained
by the formula (5).

xk−~xkk k≤ �xk k; α−γj j ¼ 0

xk−~xkk k≤ 1
�x

Xk
i¼1

xi

�����
�����; α−γj j≠0

8><
>: ð5Þ

Here, ~xk represents the actual user base service demand
value. |α − γ| = 0 denotes the geographic information
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group crowd service has a high degree of overlap. How-
ever, there is a great inhibition to the iterative speed and
the convergence speed in time and space.
Therefore, the processing method of formula (6), as far

as possible, to keep the time and space on the geograph-
ical information to maintain the orthogonally, to satisfy
the orthogonal is shown in formula (7).

Here, x
→

k
denotes the optimizing value of k mobile

crowd service.
Hence, a comprehensive mobile geographic crowd ser-

vice set of n users is obtained from the mobile applica-
tion platform, as shown in formula (8).

S x1;⋯; xnð Þ ¼
f Að Þ−h

Xn
i¼1

bii

 !�����
�����

xn−xm
ð8Þ

3 Embedded GIS based on the opportunity
geological grid
The embedded device perception complex data of the
geographic crowd service system includes the geographic
service description information, the spatial position of
the service object, and the correlation between the ser-
vice network and the user. The complex data has the fol-
lowing features:

(1)Complexity sequence.
This complexity is the most important feature of
embedded data sequence. It is a complex
performance. The complexity of the sequence of SC
includes service description complexity SDC, service
object space location complexity SSC, service object
dynamic form complexity SFC, and computational
complexity CC. Among them, it is the key factor to
restrict the performance of the system, which can be
described by the formula (9).

SC ¼
SDC

SSC
SFC
CC

2
664

3
775

W 1

W 2

W 3

W 4

2
664
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775

W 1 þW 2 þW 3 þW 4 ¼ 1

8>>><
>>>:

ð9Þ

Here, W1, W2, W3, and W4 represent the weight of
service description complexity SDC, service object
space location complexity SSC, service object
dynamic form complexity SFC, and computational
complexity CC, respectively. In order to maintain the
consistency of the multiuser geographic knowledge
service, the sum of all the complexity is 1.

(2)Service satisfaction.
The geographic service description sequences of
complex data include the features of real objects, the

Fig. 1 Architecture of mobile geographic crowd sensing service system
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service structure, and the service environment.
These factors are dynamic changes, and the
conversion process is very complex. In order to
quantify the mapping relationship between the
swarm intelligence and the service object and the
flow service process, the service satisfaction
parameter SSA is given. The parameters are
obtained by sampling SAM, quantization QUA, and
discrete DSC after abstract ABS processing, as shown
in formula (10).

SSA ¼ SAM⊕QUA⊕DSC⊕ABS

SAM ¼
Z∞
i¼1

x tð Þ

QUA ¼
Xt
i¼0

h ið Þe−W 1SSC

DSC ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
t

Xt
i¼1

y ið Þsc
s

ABS ¼ x tð Þjte−nSCφ tð Þ

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð10Þ

Here, x(t) is a representation of the transmitted
signal sequence. y(t) is a sequence of received
signals. t represents the geographic information
network as a service object to provide a
geographic information delay. N indicates the

sequence length. φ(t) is the signal abstract
processing function after discrete progress.

(3)Polymorphism of crowd network.
The shape and topology of the geographical crowd
network have different precision and performance
form in different service flow and service object. For
the service process of the same service object, the
geographic information of the service target has
different forms with the change of time and space
and has obvious difference. So, complex data must
have the characteristics of self correlation and can
be obtained by formula (11) to characterize the
self-correlation of the group CSPO.

CSPO ¼
( PO1;K ¼ 1
⋮
POM;K ¼ M

K ¼

XffiffiffiffiMp

i¼1

x tð Þi

M

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð11Þ

Here, PO indicates the form of crowd net. K is a
polymorphic weight value. M indicates the number
of crowd network clusters.

Fig. 2 Opportunity geological grid model
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(4)The mutual relations between the geographic service
and the crowd network.
In order to provide services to more users in the
environment of linear extension and spatial
dynamics, the sequence of services provided by the
geographic knowledge network must have significant
correlation with each other. The correlation of the
correlation between time series, spatial sequence,
frequency sequence and service sequence must be
positive. Therefore, the complex data of
geographical crowd system is a multi-scale and
multiform and weak cross-correlation. The mutual
relationship can be obtained by the matrix operation
shown in the formula (12).

MR ¼
Z ∞

t¼1
f tStdt ð12Þ

According to the characteristics of the embedded
devices complex data in the crowd service system,
the system characteristics such as the opportunity of
call, switch, roaming, and longtime communication

connection, the opportunity grid was established
with multiple embedded devices in the crowd
networks, as shown in Fig. 2.
The formula (13) gives the logical control of the
opportunity geological grid. The logical opportunity
control would be started up when the inequality
satisfied the formula (13).

OGDF≥ d �MR þ
XK
i¼1

CSiPO=10^ t= lg SSAð Þð Þ
( )

ð13Þ

This opportunity grid is driven by the geological
information within the service area and can realize
the seamless handover and provide reliable
communication of the geographic information
service by opportunistic control. Opportunity logic
control and wireless transparent interface are
realized through the embedded equipment-
independent computing and full duplex point-to-
point communication such as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Opportunity logic control and wireless transparent interface
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4 Embedded mobile opportunity crowd service
mechanism based on dynamic segmentation
The opportunity geological grid should be dynamically
segmented for constituting a new opportunity geological
grid with geographic information services, according to

the time, space, frequency, geomorphology, geological,
location, and other information of the dynamic change.
So, a new geographic knowledge service system would
be formed. The following is a dynamic segmentation and
processing procedure of the opportunity geological grid.

Fig. 4 Dynamic segmentation and recombination model of the opportunity geological grid in low SNR

Fig. 5 Dynamic segmentation and recombination model of the opportunity geological grid based on quality of service
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First, the dynamic segmentation would be started
when the signal to noise ratio is lower than the thresh-
old value. The opportunity geological grid would be di-
vided into two parts. One part includes the embedded
device whose signal to noise ratio is higher than the
threshold value. The other part includes the independent
embedded devices. The embedded separation devices
could join other opportunity geological grid when they
have been adjusted and updated. The original embedded
equipment and the neighbor devices would reconstruct
the current opportunity geological grid. The signal to
noise ratio of the neighbor devices should be higher than
the threshold values, and the mutual correlation is weak.
The opportunity geological grid should be dynamic

segmented and reorganized in the geographic crowd ser-
vice system. g1 (EE) is composed of an embedded system
with an embedded system in the prior opportunity geo-
logical grid. The polynomial g2 (EE) is the sequence of

embedded devices. The reorganization of the opportun-
ity geological grid equipment sequence g (EE) can be ob-
tained after 2K iterations of the XOR operation, which is
shown in Fig. 4.
Second, when the opportunity geological grid would

be dynamically segmented when the quality of the geo-
graphic information service is lower than the threshold
value.
The embedded devices of the opportunity geological

grid would be divided into two parts. One part includes
the embedded equipment that has abundant remaining
resources. The other part has the failure embedded
equipment, which cannot continue to provide geological
services because of the resource exhaustion. These em-
bedded devices would be separated into the independent
embedded devices, which could join other opportunity
geological grid when they have been adjusted and
updated. The original embedded equipment and the

Fig. 6 Embedded mobile opportunity geography crowd sensing service mechanism
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neighbor devices would reconstruct the current oppor-
tunity geological grid. The signal to noise ratio of the
neighbor devices should be higher than the threshold
values, and the mutual correlation is weak, as shown in
Fig. 5.
Embedded mobile opportunity geographic knowledge

service mechanism is described in Fig. 6. The specific
process has the following characteristics:

(1)The embedded mobile device could percept the
geographic service information and generate a
complex sequence.

(2)The complex sequence includes the time, space,
frequency diversity, and resource management.

(3)The linear iterative processing scheme would get the
data sum.

(4)The cluster intelligence service cluster would be
generated in this process.

(5)Dynamic segmentation, reorganization, and renewal
of the opportunity geological grid would be
completed in this process.

(6)The embedded geographic group would be
controlled opportunistically.

(7)The geographic service information would be sent to
the user.

(8)A crowd service feedback would be sent by the
users.

5 Performance analysis and verification
Based on embedded devices, the performance of mobile
intelligent network in the application of geographic in-
formation services is generally focused on the following
aspects:

(1)The use efficiency of embedded devices. This
parameter can be obtained by the perception of the
embedded devices and the scale of the geographic
information data.

(2)The life cycle of the mobile group. The parameters
of the users are used to send a geographic
information service request time to the group.

(3)Embedded system control complexity. That means
the time complexity, space complexity, and
computational complexity.

(4)Customer service quality satisfaction. This
parameter can be obtained by means of statistical
user feedback information.

In order to analyze the performance of the proposed
system and its control mechanism, we design the experi-
ment demonstrated in Table 1. We compared the four
aspects performance EMCS-OGDS and distributed GIS
(D-GIS). The results are shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 9.
Figure 7 shows the efficiency of the use of embedded

devices. It is found that the embedded equipment of

Table 1 Experiment settings

Parameters Value Descriptions of system Value

Number of embedded equipment 100 Development of algorithm In embedded equipment and control by hardware

Number of geography services 30 Protocol of wireless communication TS-SCDMA + IEEE 802.11g

Number of geography information services 20 Operating system of servers Ubuntu 13.10

Scale 5 km2 Interval of opportunity geological grid [5, 10]

Type of database MySQL Geographic information service type Location information, geological information, map
information and multimedia information

Fig. 7 Use efficiency of embedded device Fig. 8 Embedded system control complexity
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EMCS-OGDS is a unit of opportunity, which has high ac-
curacy of geographic information data perception ability.
Moreover, the opportunity control logic is embedded in
the hardware chip of mobile devices, and the working
process of the device is controlled by the dynamic change
of environment. In the same way, the embedded system
has obvious advantages in time complexity, space com-
plexity, and computational complexity, as shown in Fig. 8.
Figure 9 shows the life cycle of the mobile crowd net-

work under the control of the two mechanisms. We
found that the life cycle of D-GIS significantly shortened
when the number of user’s geographic information ser-
vice request is higher than 15, which is because that the
resources of large-scale-embedded devices fast collapse.
The network breakdown and customer service satisfac-
tion gradually reduced, see Fig. 10. However, EMCS-
OGDS has the dynamic segmentation of extreme value,
which can optimize the opportunity to advance the

geological grid, to extend the life cycle of the swarm
intelligence network and to ensure that users get high
quality service.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, based on the geographic information service
requirements and mobile embedded systems, we analyzed
and studied the application characteristics of mobile
crowd network in geographic information system with
embedded devices. Firstly, the geographic information ser-
vice system is established by combining the geographic in-
formation resources and time linear sequences. And then,
opportunistic geological grid system was proposed based
on the characteristics of geographic information service
users’ demand and the embedded devices. Finally, accord-
ing to the dynamic information of time, space, frequency,
geomorphology, geology, location, etc., the new opportun-
ity geological grid would be reconstructed with dynamical
segmentation, which would update the embedded mobile
crowd service systems. Experimental results show that the
proposed geographic information system has obvious ad-
vantages in resource utilization, network robustness, user
satisfaction, and control complexity.
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